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Vrijeme rješavanja testa je 150 minuta. 

 

Pažljivo pročitajte uputstvo. 

 

Ne okrećite stranice dok to ne dozvoli dežurni nastavnik.  

 

Za vrijeme rada na testu nije dozvoljena upotreba rječnika i elektronskih uređaja. 

Odgovore treba pisati hemijskom olovkom. Odgovori napisani grafitnom olovkom 

neće biti priznati.  

 

Provjera razumijevanja slušanog teksta sastoji se od dva zadatka. Svaki tekst 

slušaćete dvaput. Imaćete dovoljno vremena da pročitate pitanja prije nego što 

čujete tekst kao i da provjerite svoje odgovore. Za vrijeme slušanja možete da 

zapisujete odgovore.  

 

Odgovore na pitanja višestrukog izbora treba pažljivo prepisati na List za 

odgovore. Odgovori na pitanja koji nijesu napisani na listu za odgovore neće se 

priznati.  

 

Kod pisanja sastava dozvoljeno je pisanje koncepta na listovima za koncept. Vodite 

računa o broju riječi, jezičkoj pravilnosti i čitljivosti teksta. Konačna verzija se čitko 

prepisuje na predviđeno mjesto u testu i ona će biti bodovana. 

Zadatak će se vrednovati sa 0 bodova ako je: 

→ netačan 

→ zaokruženo više ponuđenih odgovora 

→ nečitko i nejasno napisan 

→ rješenje napisano grafitnom olovkom 

 

Ukoliko pogriješite, prekrižite i rješavajte ponovo.  

 

 

Želimo vam puno uspjeha! 
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1.1 A NASA spacecraft plunged into the planet Mercury on Thursday. Its demise comes 

after a period of studying our solar system's innermost planet. 

For sentences 1–6, decide if each statement is true or false and put a tick (√) in the        

appropriate box.  

 

 

  TRUE FALSE 

1. Messenger’s journey in deep space lasted for four months.                                                                                          

2. Messenger crashed into Mercury because of lack of fuel.                                                                                                       

3. Mercury is a flat planet with a low density.   

4. Mercury has nothing in common with other planets.   

5. Mercury is smaller than Mars.   

6. Some ice has been detected on Mercury.   

 

 

 

➔ Prenesite rješenja na list za odgovore. 

 

 

  

1. LISTENING COMPREHENSION 

2.  
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1.2 In 1996, after many rejections, author JK Rowling at last finds a publisher for her first 

Harry Potter novel. Witness talks to editor, Barry Cunningham, who spotted the boy 

wizard's potential and helped create a phenomenon that would revolutionise children’s 

book publishing. 

 

For sentences 1–6, decide if each statement is true, false or there is no information and put 

a tick (√) in the appropriate box.  

 

  TRUE FALSE NI 

1. JK was married at the time of the interview.     

2. 
Harry Potter’s sequels would be the same book set in 

different environment.    

3. Children’s books didn’t use to be commercial.    

4. Barry was sure that the book would be a bestseller.    

5. American publishers offered to advertise the book.    

6. People waited in line for hours to buy the book.    

 

➔ Prenesite rješenja na list za odgovore. 
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2.1 Read the text carefully. Match the titles to the paragraphs.  

 

 Some easy advice on how to say 'no.'  

 

 

1 ________________________ 

For some people, "no" is the hardest word they'll ever say. It's understandable, telling 

someone no can create a tense social situation and we all want to be seen as a nice person.  

The problem is that never saying "no" to things we don't want to do can lead to a terrible 

build-up of resentment for our friends, family, or coworkers. It can also lead to feelings of low 

self-esteem because you can't manage to stand up for yourself.  

Left unchecked, this problem can lead to a sense of despair because your life no longer feels 

like it's yours. 

So the question becomes, how do you learn to say no? 

2 ________________________ 

Saying "no" to your boss can be tricky because you don't want to lose your job. Plus, there 

are a lot of advantages to being known for going above and beyond the call of duty.  

However, people respect those who have the confidence to say "no" and it can be seen as a 

positive trait by an employer. As Warren Buffet once said, "The difference between successful 

people and very successful people is that very successful people say no to almost everything." 

Apodaca suggests the best way to say "no" is to reframe the boss's request in terms of 

workflow. 

            

 

2. READING COMPREHENSION 

https://www.upworthy.com/are-you-a-people-pleaser-heres-some-easy-advice-on-how-to-say-no
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 3 ___________________________ 

If a colleague comes to you with a request that you don't want to do, Apodaca suggests that 

you be cordial and supportive, while letting them know that there isn't enough time for you 

to take on another project.   

4 ________________________ 

We've all had that favour for a friend or family member that we just didn't want to do. 

Whether it's helping them move, watching one of their kids for the weekend, or giving them 

a ride to the airport.  

Apodaca has a rule that he's "always happy to help someone, providing they are doing the 

main work." For example, if your child is complaining about not having any money, make them 

a budget so they learn to take better care of the money they have. 

5________________________ 

Another rule is to do the favour on your time. If someone wants help moving or hanging their 

Christmas lights, you tell them when you're free. That way you have some control over the 

situation, and if your schedules don't align, then you get out of having to do something you 

didn't want to do in the first place.   

      6 __________________________ 

In the end, having healthy relationships is all about setting appropriate boundaries. 

"Boundaries are essentially something you create in order to live the type of life you want to," 

Apodaca writes. "It's sort of like a set of guidelines that you have set in your life. From time 

to time, you share them with others depending on the situation." 

Adapted from www.upworthy.com 

 

A. A PROPER EXCUSE CAN DO MIRACLES 

B. EVERYONE HAS THEIR LIMITS 

C. GOOD TIMING MATTERS 

D. THE ADVANTAGES OF BEING BOLD 

E. LET THEM DO THE WORK 

F. ARE YOU A PEOPLE-PLEASER? 

         

 

➔ Prenesite rješenja na list za odgovore. 
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2.2 Read the text. For questions 1–7 choose the answer (A, B, C or D) which you think is 

the best according to the text.  

 

Darling buds: how best friends keep us healthy and happy 

 

 

1. We gravitate towards people who are similar to ourselves. Scientists at the University 
of California scanned the brains of a group of students as they watched a series of 
short videos and found that those who were close showed incredibly similar neural 
responses. The areas of the brain that responded similarly included those associated 
with motivation, learning, processing, memory, empathy, and generally making sense 
of things. The findings suggest we choose friends who interpret and respond to the 
world in a similar way to ourselves. 

2. So, are we hardwired to seek out a best-friend relationship? Robin Dunbar, emeritus 
professor of evolutionary psychology at Oxford University, studies the connection 
between behaviour, cognition and neuroendocrinology – the brain’s regulation of 
hormonal activity in the body. The maximum number of friendships humans are able 
to maintain, says Dunbar, is 150. “Dunbar’s number” harks back to the size of 
prehistoric hunter-gatherer communities but is also true of modern society. However, 
it’s not always plain sailing when you live in a large group. “Group living can be a major 
problem for mammals, especially primates. The bigger the group, the more stresses 
you suffer.” 

3. Dunbar describes what he calls the “London commuter problem”, the pressure of 
living in cramped conditions with other people. It is your closest friends, he says, that 
make social living possible by keeping others at bay.                                                                                          
“Friendships vary in quality and make up a series of layers, or circles. You have an inner 
core of five and, within that, a layer of 1.5. These are your most intimate friends or 
your romantic partner. Your inner circle – and within that your best friend for ever – 
provides a hugely important buffer against the stresses of living in social groups.” 

4. Close relationships have been shown to result in lifelong physical and mental health 
benefits. Research shows people with good social bonds are happier, live longer and 
have better reproductive health. They are less likely to suffer illness and recover more 
quickly. They can cope better with stress, and there is less risk of developing addictions 
or psychopathology. A meta-study of 149 studies found that bonds with close friends 
could even be more important to your health than losing weight or exercising.  

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-017-02722-7
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-017-02722-7
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2010/mar/14/my-bright-idea-robin-dunbar
https://www.theatlantic.com/family/archive/2021/05/robin-dunbar-explains-circles-friendship-dunbars-number/618931/
https://www.pnas.org/content/114/20/5300
https://journals.plos.org/plosmedicine/article?id=10.1371/journal.pmed.1000316
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5. Kirmayer says it’s not the label that’s important but that our friendships are reciprocal. 
Research suggests that up to half of our friendships are actually unreciprocated. 
“When we feel chosen, that is, that the people we choose are choosing us in return, 
this is paramount. Healthy close friendships are based on balance and reciprocity.” 

6. Technology has made it easier to connect with friends – and it has become the norm 
to publicise our friendships. But how does this modern manifestation of best-
friendship interact with life offline? Social media interactions have been shown to 
increase closeness between friends who also interact offline, yet social media use has 
been shown to displace time spent on face-to-face interactions. “You can maintain 
real friendships online. Social media simply provides a medium of communication,” 
says Dunbar. “However, [communicating online] is not as gratifying as face-to-face. It 
only slows the rate of decay of relationships. It won’t stop them decaying eventually.” 

7. At its most basic level, says Dr Anna Machin, friendship is biological bribery. It’s a set 
of neurochemicals that motivate and reward you for forming and maintaining 
relationships. It’s a mechanism that has evolved to make sure that you invest in the 
relationships that are critical to your survival and the survival of the species. 

8. “In best friendships, we know that the parties are more relaxed, more open with each 
other,” says Machin, “because they are not always having to remain attractive for their 
partner.” A best friendship is all about shared humour, values and support. You can 
live on opposite sides of the Earth and still feel that closeness with your one special 
friend. “It’s as if every sinew in your body is engaged in having a relationship with that 
person,” says Machin. “That for me sums up how important best friends are. Evolution 
has seen fit to engage every mechanism in your body – the behavioural, the 
physiological, the neurological – to make sure that you’re as tightly bonded to this 
person as you possibly can be. We wouldn’t have evolved this way if those 
relationships weren’t critical for survival.” 

adapted from www.theguardian.com 

1 According to paragraph 1, what do we have in common with our best friends? 

A. We react to things similarly.  
B. We like similar things. 
C. We look similar. 
D. We have similar opinions 

 
2 Which sentence is true related to the number of friends we can have? 

A. Living in large groups has proved beneficial for our mental health. 
B. The larger the group we live in, the more close friends we have. 
C. The number of friends we can maintain is believed to be infinite.  
D. Things haven’t changed much when compared to the past. 

 
3 Which of these words is closest in meaning to the word buffer in paragraph 3? 

A. messenger 

B. danger 
C. guard  
D. target  

https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0151588
https://psycnet.apa.org/fulltext/2021-14131-010.html#s22
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4 Having a close friend is ___________ our general well-being. 

A. crucial for 
B. irrelevant for 
C. unrelated to 
D. dependent on 

 

5 According to paragraph 5, which word can be used to describe successful friendships best? 

A. close 
B. two-way 

C. intimate 
D. connected 

 

6 Which sentence about the role of social media in a friendship is true? 

A. They can’t make the bond between friends stronger. 
B. They speed up the end of a friendship. 
C. They negatively affect face-to-face contact. 
D. They never make contacts with friends easier. 

 

7 What is the overall message of the text? (paragraph 8) 

A. Having a best friend is better for us than being in a romantic relationship. 
B. If we don’t have a best friendship, we can’t have a good quality of life. 
C. Relationships with other people made us who we are today.  

D. Only face-to-face contacts can provide a lifelong friendship. 

 

 

➔ Prenesite rješenja na list za odgovore.
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3.1 Read the text below and decide which word (A, B, C or D) best fits each space. 

Best Job in the World 

Huang Shunje might have the best job in the world. The 1__is a panda photographer and 

zookeeper. Huang spends each day 2___for 18 panda cubs at the Giant Panda Protection and 

Research Center, in China.   

 “I can get very close to the baby pandas, 3___makes many people jealous,” Huang said.  

There are, of course, bad parts to any job. In Huang’s case, it’s the regular bites and scratches 

he gets from the 45- to 55-pound bears. But it’s a small 4__to pay to spend each day among 

the pandas’ roly-poly cuteness. They tumble around, balance on 5___heads, and bop around 

like furry toddlers.  

Two of the pandas Huang cares for are known worldwide. He-He and Mei-Mei   are 6___only 

twin pandas born from a wild father and captive mother. This helps 7 ___ the animal’s genetic 

pool, which means a better chance at survival.  

As the number of pandas goes up, China is 8__ to send more of them overseas. This is called 

“panda diplomacy.” It 9 __in the seventh century, when China sent a pair of pandas to 

Emperor Tenmu, of Japan. Today, more than 50 pandas live in 18 countries. 

Huang doesn’t think about money or politics, though. He thinks about the fact that the pandas 

he cares for end up bringing joy to millions of adults and children around the globe. “I’m really 

proud 10___that,” he says. 

➔ Prenesite rješenja na list za odgovore

1. A 24-years’-old   B 24-years-old   C 24-year’s-old   D 24-year-old   

2.  A  caring B  cared     C  cares    D  care 

3. A  witch B  which   C  that   D  thus 

4. A pricer B  prize                       C  price                        D  praise 

5. A  theirs                     B  their                       C  they                         D  them 

6. A  the                         B  an                          C  a                                D - 

7. A  widely                     B  width                     C  widen                       D  wide 

8. A  disable                 B  ability                    C  enable                      D  able 

9. A  begins                      B  begin                     C  began                       D  begun 

10. A on B of C at D in 

3. VOCABULARY AND GRAMMAR 
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3.2 Read the text and write the correct forms of the verbs in brackets. 

In Alaska, wood frogs freeze for seven months, thaw and hop away 

 

Wood frogs 1.____________________ (find) in the United States throughout the forests of 
Alaska and the Northeast.  Each September, these frogs do a very strange thing: They freeze. 

They 2.____________________ (not/freeze) totally solid, but mostly solid. Inside these 
frozen frogs other weird physiological things go on. Their hearts stop                                                           
3.____________________ (beat), their blood no longer flows and their glucose levels sky 
rocket. Two-thirds of their body water turns to ice so if anyone tried to pick them up, they       
4.____________________ (not/move). The most awkward thing of all may be that in this 
frozen state, they can withstand temperatures as low as zero degrees Fahrenheit and when 
spring arrives they thaw out and hop away like nothing happened. 

Biologists 5.____________________ (know) for decades that some frogs freeze in the winter 
and thaw in the spring, but nobody could assume that they can freeze longer and tolerate 
cooler temperatures than it 6.____________________ (previously/think). 

To see how these frogs7. ____________________ (survive) the winter in the extreme Alaskan 
environment, the researchers used super glue to attach small radio transmitters to the backs 
of 16 frogs over two years. 

The radio transmitters allowed the researchers 8.____________________ (follow) the frogs 
while making their nests in the leaf litter near a lake or pond, where they planned to spend 
the winter. Once the frogs were settled by the researchers, they placed little cages over the 
nests and stuck a wire thermometer to record the temperature at regular intervals. 
 “It 9.____________________ (be) the survival that surprised us”.  

The researchers admit there is still a lot to learn. Next year, at the Institute they                              
10.____________________ (meet) Tyrone B. Hayes, a biologist and professor at Berkeley 
who will share his knowledge about these amazing animals.  

ꙮ thaw (v.)- to become free of the effect of cold as a result of exposure to warmth 
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3.3  Write the correct form of the words in brackets. 

 

Back to the wild 
 
 

 
 

Gray wolves have 1.____________________ (free) roamed North America for at least half a 

million years. Their habitat once included most of the continental United States. But during the 

1800s and early 1900s, wolves were hunted to near 2.____________________ (extinct). By 

the 1960s, the U.S. wolf population was limited to a handful of 3.____________________ 

(create) in small corners of the northern Midwest. 

 

Then, in 1973, the Endangered Species Act (ESA) became law. It actually protects animals at risk 

of becoming extinct. Gray wolves were one of the first animals placed on the endangered-

species list. Killing them was 4.____________________ (legal). And the U.S. government 

worked to promote their conservation. In a famous example of this effort, starting in 1995, 31 

wolves were moved from Canada to Yellowstone National Park. By 2015, more than 500 gray 

wolves were living in the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem. 

 

Today, the continental U.S. is home to more than 6,000 Gray wolves. On January 4, 2021, the 

U.S. government removed gray wolves from the endangered species list.                                                     

5.____________________ (Usual), an animal’s delisting would be cause for celebration. But 

some conservationists say the predators still need protection. 
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4.1 The Young Reporter scheme is a school’s programme giving high school students an 

opportunity to write for a real online newspaper.  

What is involved? 

• All articles are published in our newspaper 

• All the students completing the scheme receive a written recommendation 

• At the end of the scheme, there is a chance to go forward and compete for prizes 

• Winners receive an undergraduate day at a London University 

You have seen this advertisement on Facebook and would like to apply.  

Write an e-mail, saying  

• why you want to become a young reporter  

• why you think you would be the right person for the scheme and  

• say which of the prizes listed above inspires you to apply.  

Write 50–100 words. Do not write your name. 
 
 

 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

Subject: 

4. WRITING 
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CONCEPT 
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4.2 Choose one of the following writing tasks and write an essay in 100-150 words. 

 
1. Imagine you woke up one day and found out that you had become a superhero/ 

superheroine for a day.  

Use your imagination to describe this extraordinary day (the powers you had, the way you 

used them, etc.). 

 

 

2. Many of us have said things that we regret now:  

 

 

 

 

Do you agree? Provide at least one example from everyday life. 

 

 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________
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CONCEPT 
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